August 12, 2018 thru August 18, 2018

Calls for Service
661

Residential Burglaries
0

Total Year to Date for 2018
21,314

41

For the period of Sunday, August 12, 2018, through Saturday, August 18, 2018, the Police
Department responded to 661 calls for service. No residential burglaries and no attempt residential
burglaries occurred during the reporting week. The following is a summary report of the key
incidents handled by the Department during this reporting period.

Sunday, August 12, 2018
1:18 A.M. - PC 182/PC 487/PC 496/ PC 21810/1900 BLOCK ROBIN ROAD: SMPD officer
responded to the above location regarding a suspicious vehicle parked in front of the residence.
RP stated they observed two male subjects walking away from the vehicle wearing a black t shirt
and a white shirt. SMPD officer walked up to check the vehicle, he observed an open sun roof and
a Black Hand gun laying on the driver side floor board. A want and warrant check was conducted
on the vehicle with dispatch. The vehicle was registered to S1/Sierra, Antonio De Jesus out of
Rosemead. Officer’s canvassed the area for any outstanding subjects walking in the neighborhood.
No subjects were located. Officer’s gained entry into the parked vehicle and removed the handgun
from the floor board and took of it for safe keeping. Believing the subjects were still in the area,
SMPD officer conducted a vehicle surveillance on the gray Honda Accord using a UC vehicle.
SMPD officer observed the suspect vehicle gray Honda Accord move from its original location
and into the driveway of 1500 block of ROBIN ROAD. S/ SIERRA, De Jesus was contacted
exiting the driver side door and immediately placed into handcuffs. As SMPD officer was
responding to assist the officers in detaining S1/SIERRA, SMPD officer observed a secondary S2/
FARJARDO, Juan from Rosemead standing at the corner of Longden / San Gabriel.
S2/FARJARDO matched the description of the subject seen leaving the vehicle in question. SMPD
Officer detained FARJARDO for further investigation. S2/FARJARDO advised he was with
S1/SIERRA and they knew each other. Upon further investigation, several items were located
inside the vehicle. SMPD officer identified the owners of the property to be San Marino residents.
Some victims have been located. S1/SIERRA confessed to stealing all of the items located inside
his vehicle from unlocked vehicle’s and an unsecured garage. S1/SIERRA and S2/FAJARDO were
taken into custody to Alhambra jail for the above charges.
7:55 A.M. - PC 484 /THEFT / 1900 BLOCK SYCAMORE: Officers were dispatched to the
above location for theft investigation for follow-up on night shifts arrest. It was confirmed the
vehicle was left unlocked and a wallet was taken from the vehicle sometime during the night.
9:37 A.M. – 902T / NON-INJURY / TRAFFIC COLLISION / HUNTINGTON &
GARFIELD: P1 and P2 were involved in the above.

Monday, August 13, 2018
12:03 P.M. - C.V.C. 20002(a) / HIT AND RUN / 1400 BLOCK HAMPTON ROAD: SMPD
Officer arrived to the above location and contacted the victim. Victim stated she parked her vehicle
on Euston Road at approximately 1000 hours. She heard her vehicle alarm sounding at
approximately 1055 hours and noticed a GMC older model truck backing out 1700 block of
Euston. The GMC truck drove away. A witness contacted victim and told her he saw the GMC
truck back into her vehicle. SMPD was unable to locate the suspect vehicle.
12:38 P.M. - 901T / INJURY / TRAFFIC COLLISION / HUNTINGTON DRIVE & WEST
DRIVE: P1 collided into P2. P2 sustained scrapes on left and right lower legs. P2 declined
medical treatment.
3:42 P.M. - P.C. 487 / GRAND THEFT / 1800 BLOCK ROBIN ROAD: DB pulled case number
regarding the above. Case related to CR18-0670. Golf clubs were stolen and recovered.
Tuesday, August 14, 2018
1:30 A.M. - PC 25400(a)/CARRYING OF CONCEALED FIREARM AND PC 22210/
POSSESSION OF BATON / HUNTINGTON DRIVE & WINSTON: SMPD Officers
conducted a traffic stop on a black Toyota Rav 4 for driving with hazards on and expired
registration. SMPD Officers smelled an odor of marijuana coming from inside the vehicle and
received consent from the driver of the vehicle. During the search, officers located a loaded
firearm, expandable baton and Security Badge on a badge holder and neck chain. S/Riven, Tereza
(24), (Compton, CA) claimed to be homeless. S/Riven stated the bag was left by a homeless person
she gave a ride to but admitted to knowing the contents of the bag. A records check on the pistol
came back to a person in Chino. Chino PD did a door knock and contacted the owner of the firearm,
who in return contacted us. The owner admitted to forgetting the firearm in S/Riven’s vehicle three
weeks ago when they went shooting. A male passenger in the vehicle claimed no knowledge of
the bag or its contents and was released at the scene. S/Riven was transported to Alhambra and
was cited out for the two charges.

2:58 A. M. – DEATH REPORT / 1700 BLOCK ST. ALBANS ROAD: SMPD Officers arrived
to the above location for a person unconscious and not breathing. Officers and FD responded and
determined the person was deceased.

Wednesday, August 15, 2018
9:41 A.M. - APS REPORT / SUSPECTED ELDER ABUSE / 2300 BLOCK CUMBERLAND
ROAD. SMPD Officer arrived to the above location for an investigation. Further investigation is
needed.

11:27 A.M. - LOST PROPERTY / 2700 BLOCK DORESTA ROAD. Reporting party came
into the SMPD lobby to report that he had lost his wallet in Las Vegas on August 10, 2018.
2:55 P.M. - C .V.C. 20002(a) / HIT AND RUN / VIRGINIA ROAD & SHENANDOAH
ROAD: P1 collided into P2 at the above location. P1 left the scene. SMPD Officers responded to
P1’s location arrested him for hit and run, issued an O/R citation for hit and run, and released in
the field.
3:35 P.M. - 902T / NON-INJURY / TRAFFIC COLLISION / WESTHAVEN ROAD &
HUNTINGTON DRIVE: P1 struck a parked vehicle at the above location. The parked vehicle’s
owner was notified and responded to the scene.
4:33 P.M. - FOUND PROPERTY / 1900 BLOCK HUNTINGTON DRIVE: While SMPD
Officer was investigating a 902T, he was approached by a UPS driver who stated he saw a
suspicious person looking in some bushes at the corner of Huntington Drive and Bedford Road.
The UPS driver then pointed at a male subject who was riding his bicycle through the alley to the
rear of the 2000 block of Huntington Drive. SMPD Officer stopped the bicyclist, later identified
as Raymond Towns, of Pasadena, and informed him of the reason for the stop. Towns confirmed
he was looking at some bushes at the above location and stated he found a set of keys, a phone
battery, and what appeared to be a bicycle fender. A records check of Towns determined negative
29’s, with a valid CA ID card and no license issued. SMPD Officer went to the above address to
try to make contact with the residents. The exterior of the house was checked and appeared in
order. The three items were taken as found property.
6:30 P.M. - P.C. 459.5 / SHOPLIFTING / 2500 BLOCK MISSION STREET: SMPD Officer
was dispatched to the above location regarding a report of shoplifting. The store manager stated a
regular customer came into the above location and requested some items. As the store manager
left the customer to look for the items, the subject walked around the store. Later, the store manager
noticed some empty hangers inside the store. The store manager searched her surveillance footage
and saw the subject put a scarf and a blouse into her bag. The store manager stated she needed to
speak to her corporate headquarters to see if prosecution is desired.
9:34 P.M. -PC 487 GRAND THEFT / 1600 BLOCK CHARLTON ROAD: SMPD Officers
assisted the victim by taking a report of a missing purse. Victim believes one of the carpet installers
took her purse from the above location.
3:20 P.M. - 901T / INJURY / TRAFFIC COLLISION / HUNTINGTON DRIVE &
WINSTON AVENUE: P1 and P2 were involved in the above. P2 complained of pain to his wrist
and was treated by RA 91.
2:45 P.M. - ESCARS REPORT / SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE / SUSSEX ROAD: SMPD
received an ESCARS report of the above. SMPD Officers were unable to make contact with
anyone. Night shift was advised to make contact.

3:12 P.M. - FOUND PROPERTY / 2300 BLOCK HUNTINTON DRIVE: RP stated they
located bolt cutters at the above location. RP confirmed the bolt cutters did not belong to anyone.
SMPD Officer took the bolt cutters and booked them as found property.
5:10 P.M. - P.C. 415 / VERBAL / ROAD RAGE / HUNTINGTON DRIVE &
GAINSBOROUGH DRIVE: SMPD Officer was dispatched to the area of San Marino Avenue
and Lorain Road reference a report of road rage. SMPD Officer arrived at the above location and
was unable to locate a suspect vehicle. RP stated he saw the suspect driving erratically and
confronted him about his driving, in the area of Huntington Drive and Gainsborough. Suspect
started yelling at RP and threw an open can of soda into RP’s vehicle and fled. RP attempted to
follow the suspect but lost him in the area of Huntington Drive and San Marino Avenue. RP
described the suspect vehicle as a dark colored Scion 2 door vehicle with a male Asian driver. RP
was able to give only a partial license plate.
Thursday, August 16, 2018
9:24 A.M. - FOUND PROPERTY / 2000 BLOCK OAK KNOLL AVENUE: RP found a Dell
laptop computer on the parkway of the above location and contacted the SMPD to report the found
item. A serial number search of APS found no return for the computer. The laptop had suffered
damage to the CD rom drive as well as the outer case of the laptop itself. The laptop was taken
for safekeeping and entered into APS.
1:47 P.M. - PROPERTY FOR DESTRUCTION / 2200 BLOCK ORLANDO DRIVE: The
RP located three boxes of shotgun shells. He brought the shells to the SMPD and requested they
be destroyed.
2:01 P.M. - PC 530.5 / IDENTITY THEFT / 2700 BLOCK DEVONPORT ROAD: Victim
came to the SMPD lobby to report that someone had filed an income tax return with the IRS using
his name and social security number. He was notified by the IRS through a letter he received in
the mail. The IRS had rejected the fictitious tax return. It is unknown how the unknown suspect(s)
had obtained the victim’s information.

6:17 P.M. – 902T/ NON-INJURY / TRAFFIC COLLISION / VIRGINIA ROAD & OAK
GROVE AVENUE: P1 and P2 were involved in the above.

Friday, August 17, 2018
1:21 A.M. - CVC 23152(a)/DUI, CVC 23152(b)/PER SE .08% BAC / GARFIELD AVENUE
& PINE STREET: S/FRANCO, Andre from Alhambra was stopped for a traffic and equipment
violation. During the traffic stop investigation, it was determined that S/Franco was under the
influence of alcohol while driving a motor vehicle. S/Franco was arrested for the above charges
and transported to Alhambra jail.

6:47 P.M. - CVC 14601.1(a) / DRIVING WITH A SUSPENDED LICENSE / WINTHROP
ROAD: SMPD Officer conducted a traffic enforcement stop on a vehicle that failed to stop for a
red light at the intersection of Los Robles Avenue and Wilson Avenue. During the subsequent
investigation, it was determined that the driver, Alexa Amigon of Altadena was driving on a
suspended license. Amigon was issued an O/R citation for CVC 14601.1(a) and 21453(a) and
released at the scene. The vehicle driven by Amigon was left legally parked.
11:54 P.M. - CVC 20001-HIT AND RUN WITH INJURY/ HUNTINGTON DRIVE & WEST
DRIVE: P2 bicyclist collided into P1/ Black truck at the above location. P2 was wearing a helmet
at the time of the collision. P2 did have abrasions to his right elbow.
12:54 P.M. - PC 647(h) / PROWLING / SAN MARINO AVENUE: SMPD Officer responded
back to the location to speak with the victim. This call came in originally on 08/17/2018 however
the victim was not available until the next day. The security camera at the home recorded (on
08/17/2018, at approximately 0343 hours) what appeared to be a suspect coming up the driveway
and peering into a vehicle parked in the driveway and the kitchen window. For unknown reasons
the suspect left the location back towards San Marino Avenue and out of sight.
Saturday, August 18, 2018
5:59 P.M. - 901T / INJURY / TRAFFIC COLLISION / CALIFORNIA & SIERRA MADRE
BLVD: P1 and P2 (bicyclist) collided at the above location. Bicyclist was transported to a local
hospital for treatment by RA91. The bicycle was brought back to the station for safekeeping until
retrieval by the owner.

